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Salt
UK 2017
Director – Rob Savage
A demonic presence closes in on a mother and her sick daughter. Their only protection - a ring
of Salt.

Corto Ian
Argentina 2018
Director – Abel Goldfarb
The message of “Ian” extends far beyond swings and slides. The wordless plot of “Ian” is a boy
struggling to achieve access to something he wants, something other children have readily
available to them. People with disabilities regularly struggle for access to public spaces, jobs
and social inclusion. The international attention the film is getting proves to Graschinsky that “a
more inclusive world is possible.”

Life Smartphone
China 2015
Director - Chenglin Xie
The phenomenon of increasing smartphone addiction can be attributed to today's cutting-edge
technology. Staring at glowing screens instead of exploring the vast expanse of life, people are
gradually alienating themselves from the richness, depth, and loveliness of life.

The Scared One
France 2016
Director - Romain Lafargue
A young boy (Hadrien Boulme-Alberti) watches his father (Olivier Banse) construct a
scarecrow at the front of a field on their farm. The boy is immediately scared of it. Later, in the
middle of the night, the boy checks on the scarecrow, only to find the cross where the scarecrow
had been mounted – now empty. Then there are noises outside of his room.

Best Wishes
Sweden 2015
Director - Jeroen Houben
A short Christmas-film in which two men are drawn into a duel over whose house has the best
Christmas light display.

Lili
Israel 2016
Director – Hani Dombe
Lili refuses to let go of her childhood fights a sandstorm who threatens to take it away.

Regifted
USA - 2018
Director- Eaza Shukla
“Re-Gifted” follows the travels of a decorative, anthropomorphic gift as it gets passed along
between people and stores, struggling to find a permanent home.

Juice
India 2017
Director -Neeraj Ghaywan
The film focuses on the gender difference in a middle-class background where a struggling
woman meets all end to keep everything right but doesn't get her due.

Red Handed
Canada 2015
Director – Edward Andrews
An unfit, self-conscious jogger stumbles across a dead body deep in the woods.

Happiness
UK 2018
Director – Steve Cutts
A brilliant analogy to life on Earth, Happiness tells the story of a rodent's unrelenting quest for
happiness and fulfillment.

Alternative Math
USA 2018
Director – David Maddox
A well-meaning math teacher finds herself trumped by a post-fact America.

